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Review of the recent mass killings in Waukensha, in light of the Oxford High School shooting, brings to 
center the basic defense of "mental illness" that Hegelian Dialectic Socialism throws forward every time 
some grand plan or fraud collapses, results in injury due incompetent mental health programs, or seeks to 
deflect from police action.

In the Waukensha incident, Darrell Brooks Jr. was fleeing the scene of a crime.  Police were responding, but 
now claim they were not invovled in a "chase" resulting in the loss of six lives.

News reports indicate prior Brooks had attempted to harm the mother of his child, and after that been 
engaged in the crime and "non-chase" that resulted in the fatalities.

News reports are purposefully omitting a citation that Brooks owed child support, and that such support 
arose from amounts charged to him while he was in prison - a crime by State of Wisconson after February 
2017 pursuant to Federal Register Volume 81 Number 244 published December 16 2016, obligating State of 
Wisconsin to not do that and change its laws.

Unless State of Wisconsin obtained a "Federal Exemption Ruling" duing the brief period after Febraury 
2017, it was violating Darrell Brooks Jr.'s rights and extorting him on false debt across State Lines; a 
practice prohibited since TURNER v ROGERS et al landmark SCOTUS decision inspiring 45 CFR Federal 
Regulations change announced in the United States Federal Register, the method of SERVICE OF PROCESS 
upon the member States of the Federal Union.

Mr. Brooks actions, therefore, appear to be "fraudulent child support" in motive to commit a crime and flee
cruel and unusual punishment, from which his rational fear of further wrongful prosecution led to six dead 
children and grieving parents looking to "mental health" for what is a simple regulatory 31 U.S.C.   §  3729(a) 
"qui tam" fraud by STATE OF WISCONSIN suggesting criminal abuse of the TITLE IV GRANT system.

This does not make the death of the children any less terrible, or the actions of Darrel Brooks Jr less 
criminal in his action.  It is, however, evidence of organized and Interstate Fraud by the Democratic 
National Party and their media outlets to aid in embezzlement from the Treasury of the United States by 
covering up a policy of felony abuse of TITLE IV AGENCY powers using "mental illess" as a fraud.

This concerns all parents and businesses, as such abuse is a much more serious misuse of the Public Trust 
which Federal Communications Commission (FCC) would prohibit in prior television broadcasting.  Abuse of 
the media to incite violence and suggest "mental and emotional health" questions to deflect from theft 
from the Treasury of the United States is a better summary of the events in Wisconsin.

Sincerely,
JAMES A. ALLEN, 
President - RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
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